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Abstract: Motion picture companies are increasingly providing movies online. We develop a model to examine optimal 

distribution strategies for the movie studio. The studio can release the movie through the traditional channel (i.e. theatre) or 

online channel and has to decide the distribution strategy. When the studio is vertically integrated with the exhibitor, our results 

indicate that in the presence of a relatively low cost of using a traditional channel, the dual-channel strategy exists and generates 

the highest profit. However, when the cost is relatively high, the online channel strategy becomes the best strategy. When the 

studio is not vertically integrated with the exhibitor, when the studio’s commission share is low, the studio will adopt the 

dual-channel strategy if the traditional channel cost is low and the quality difference is large. If not, the studio will adopt the 

online channel strategy. When the studio’s commission share is moderate, the studio will adopt the dual-channel strategy if the 

traditional channel cost is low and the quality difference is large, the studio will adopt the dual-channel strategy if the traditional 

channel cost is low and the quality difference is moderate, otherwise, the studio will adopt the online channel strategy. When the 

studio’s commission share is large, the studio has more motivation to adopt traditional strategy. 
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1. Introduction 

Movies are typically shown in theatres. With the advent of 

the Internet, a dramatic change has taken place in how movie 

studios manage film distribution. It is increasingly popular for 

movie studios to provide their movie product to customers 

directly through the Internet, a channel strategy referred to as 

an online channel strategy. The movie studio can employ a 

dual-channel strategy to offer movies through the two 

channels simultaneously or sequentially, allowing the 

consumers to decide on which channel to participate. 

The supply chain of movie products is composed as follows: 

content providers (movie producers), movie studios and 

channel vendors (exhibitors), which correspond to the 

production, distribution, and screening of movie products. At 

the first stage, film producers need to develop new (or adapted 

existing) scripts, shoot directors and final products. After the 

movie is produced, it enters the second stage-distribution, the 

movie studios face a variety of marketing decisions, including 

advertising budget, advertising methods, and channel 

selection. In the third stage, with the continuous advancement 

of digital technology, exhibitors can display movie products 

through traditional theatres, and can also be screened through 

various media such as the internet, television, mobile phones, 

and DVDs. 

In this paper, for the convenience of research, first of all, in 

terms of channels, it means that movie products are only 

shown through traditional channels and online channels. The 

traditional channel screening refers to exhibitor submitting the 

film to the theatre, and the theatre is responsible for the movie 

screening; the online channel screening means that the film 

issuer publishes the movie resource on the network, and the 

consumer can watch the movie by paying for the click. this 

paper mainly focusing on the channel strategy of the movie 

studio: including which channel the movie will be 

launched--only in the traditional channel, only in the online 

channel or dual channel. 

The objective of this research is to help the industry 

managers understand the consequences of the changes in the 

distribution agreements. Specifically, we aim to address the 

following research questions, namely, which channel strategy 

is optimal for distributing movie products when the studio is 

vertically integrated with the exhibitor, and which channel 
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strategy is optimal for distributing movie products when the 

studio is non-integrated with the exhibitor? 

The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the 

relevant literature. Section 3 explores the studio’s optimal 

distribution channel strategy. Section 4 conduct several 

numerical studies. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Literature Review 

Our research is related to several streams of prior research. 

Many studies focus on characterizing the conditions under 

which a firm should implement both physical and digital 

channels [1-4]. Several scholars explored the pricing 

strategies under the setting of dual channel [5-9]. In line with 

their research, we found that the optimal pricing policies for 

the movie studio. 

Eliashberg et al. (2006) provide an extensive review of 

research related to the motion picture industry [10]. In their 

discussion of the distribution stage, they pose several 

questions about the substitutability of DVDs for theatrical 

consumption and how consumers make trade-offs between the 

two product forms. We investigate these topics at the 

consumer level to study various distribution strategies. 

There is an extensive repertoire of studies on various 

aspects of the pricing and distribution strategies of digital 

goods. Demirkan and Cheng (2008) study an application 

services supply chain consisting of one application service 

provider (ASP) and one application infrastructure provider 

(AIP) [11]. The ASP buys computer capacity from the AIP and 

then sells the valued-added software services to the market. 

They examine the supply chain’s performance under different 

coordination strategies involving risk and information sharing 

between the ASP and the AIP and find an effective 

decentralized mechanism to achieve the goal of maximizing 

the overall supply chain performance. Extending the work of 

Demirkan and Cheng (2008), Demirkan et al. (2010) analyze 

the coordination mechanisms in a SaaS supply chain by 

explicitly taking into account the congestion cost of 

computing [12]. One interesting finding of their analysis is 

that the congestion cost in accessing the SaaS service and 

computing capacity costs affect the overall surplus more 

severely when the supply chain partners follow coordinated 

strategies than when they do not. However, little of this stream 

of research addresses the issues of movie product in the supply 

chain setting. The notable exceptions are Calzada and Valletti 

(2012) [13]. They show that versioning can be optimal for 

information goods with zero marginal costs. They further 

establish that a monopolist, or a centralized channel, will often 

price and simultaneously release both versions. Our research 

differs from Calzada and Valletti (2012) because we consider 

the aggregate cost of using a traditional channel. 

In the movie industry, theatre exhibitors do not want 

too-short video windows, to avoid some consumers waiting 

for the video version. However, producers and video 

distributors might prefer a quicker video release, as this moves 

their video revenues ahead and increases the benefits of 

publicity. Although some papers such as Corts (2001), 

Mortimer (2007), and Gil (2009) take into account the vertical 

separation between the producer and the channels, to our 

knowledge, this is the first work that analyzes the movie 

studio's distribution strategy under both vertical separation 

and vertically integrated cases [14-16]. 

3. The Model 

In this section, we model the movie studio's optimal 

channel strategy problem. We consider a movie studio that 

offers two versions of a movie product, a theater-version 

denotes as t and an online-version denotes as e. the 

theater-version is showed through theater in the traditional 

channel and the online-version is shown directly in the online 

channel, respectively. 

Let ��  and ��  denote the quality of theater-version and 

online-version, respectively. Since in the movie industry, the 

quality of the theatrical version is allegedly higher than the 

one of the online version, we assume that �� < �� . For 

example, the film Avatar would be associated with a higher 

value in the theatres because of its special effects and 3-D 

features. 

There is a continuum of consumers who are heterogeneous 

in their preferences over quality. Each consumer’s preference 

type �  is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1] . We 

assume that the movie can be consumed under the traditional 

channel (in theater-version) for a given price �� > 0 , and 

consumed under the online channel (online-version) for �� > 0 . Let   denotes the aggregate cost of using the 

traditional channel, which includes match cost for watching a 

particular movie at a given runtime, traffic cost of the time 

spent to go to the theatre, waiting cost in the theatre before the 

movie starting,…, and so on. To exclude trivial cases, we 

assume that the aggregate cost cannot be higher than the 

quality of the theatrical version, i.e.,  < ��. 
Then, given the movie quality level ��  and �� and the 

prices of the movie ��  and ��, consumers choose from three 

options: (i) go to the theatre to watch the movie, (ii) watch the 

movie online, or (iii) forgo watch completely. More 

specifically, the utility of a consumer watch the movie in the 

theatre with valuation � is: 

�� = ��� − �� −              (1) 

The utility of a consumer watching the movie under the 

online channel is 

�� = ��� − ��                (2) 

At times it will be convenient to refer to � = �� ��⁄ < 1, 

which denotes the "quality ratio" of watching the movie 

through the two different channels. For simplicity, we let �� = 1 . Without loss of any generality, we normalize the 

market size to one and assume that each consumer demands at 

most one unit of the movie product, either from the traditional 

channel or the online channel. 

The movie studio may or may not be vertically integrated 

with the theatre. We examine both cases as follows. 
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Figure 1. Channel structure under two cases. 

3.1. A Vertically Integrated Studio 

We first analyze the case where the studio adopts the theatre 

channel and the studio is vertically integrated with the 

exhibitor (see Figure 1(a)). It is customary to divide the movie 

industry into three vertically related sectors: production, 

distribution, and exhibition. Production and distribution are 

often performed by the same studios, which we call studios in 

our model. “Exhibitors,” by contrast, run theatres and screen 

movies to attract audiences. 

The marginal consumer indifferent between watching the 

movie in the theatre and doing without is derived by setting 

the utility ��  in Eq. (1) to zero. Then, demand equals 1 − �� − . 

The studio’s profit function is then described by Eq. (3). 

���� = ��(1 − �� − )              (3) 

The studio’s optimal price and profit are ��∗�� = ����  and 

��∗�� = (���)�� . 

We next study the case when the studio adopts the online 

channel strategy. The marginal consumer is derived by setting �� in Eq. (2) to zero. Then the demand equals 1 − � ! . 

The studio’s profit function under the online channel is then 

described by Eq. (4). 

���� = ��(1 − � ! )              (4) 

The studio’s optimal price and profit are ��∗�� = !�  and ��∗�� = !�. 

When the studio adopts the dual-channel strategy, the 

customers have the freedom to choose the theatre or the online 

channel. The marginal consumer type who is indifferent 

between participating in the online channel and not in either 

channel is �" = � ! . The marginal consumer type who is 

indifferent between participating in the online channel and the 

theater equals �� = �#$� ����! . For the dual-channel to exist, �" ≤ ��  is required; otherwise, the problem reduces to a 

theatre channel problem if �� > �" . The �" ≤ �� 

requirement leads to 
� ! ≤ �� +  and implies that it becomes 

a constraint in the studio's dual-channel optimization problem. 

We thus have '� = 1 − �#$� ����! , '� = !(�$�#)�� (��!)! . The 

studio’s profit function is 

���( = ��(1 − �#$� ����! ) + ��[!(�$�#)�� (��!)! ]       (5) 

The studio solves the following problem. 

max	�#,� ���( = ��(1 − �#$� ����! ) + �� -!(�$�#)�� (��!)! .     (6) 

Subject to: �" ≤ �� �� ≤ 1 

Where �"  and ��  are the marginal consumers defined 

above. Solving the firm’s optimization problem, we obtain 

Lemma 1. 

Lemma 1: There are two sets of solutions for the studio’s 

optimal prices and profit depending on the relationship 

between � and . 

When  ≤ 1 − �, the solutions are ��∗�( = ���� , ��∗�( = !�, 

and ��∗�( = �$���!$��(!��)���! . 

When  > 1 − � , however, the dual-channel effectively 

reduces to an online channel. The studio's optimal price and 

profit become ��∗�( = !� and ��∗�( = !� as in the pure online 

channel case. 

The managerial implications of the condition  > 1 − � in 

Lemma 1 are as follows. Recall from Eq. (1) that  is the 

aggregate cost of using the traditional channel, while � is the 

"quality ratio" of watching the movie through the two different 

channels. That is, a high cost and a small difference will lead 

to no customers participating in the theatre channel. The dual 

strategy will in effect reduce the online channel strategy. 

Comparing the profit achieved under the dual-channel 

strategy with those of the theatre and online channel strategies, 

we obtain Proposition 1: 

Proposition 1 (Studio’s Optimal Sequencing Strategy, 

Vertically Integrated): when  ≤ 1 − � , the dual-channel 

strategy exists, and it generates a higher profit than the theater 

and online channel strategies. If  > 1 − �, the dual-channel 

reduces to an online channel strategy, and the online channel 

dominates the theater channel. 

We next study the studio’s optimal profit of each channel 

strategy where there exists a separate exhibitor in the channel. 

3.2. With the Existence of an Exhibitor 

In this scenario, there exists an exhibitor to run theatres and 

screen movies to attract audiences (see Figure 1(b)). 

In the traditional channel, the studio and the exhibitor are in 

an agency arrangement. The exhibitor sets the retail price (��) 
and pays the studio a fraction / ∈ [0,1]  of the movie 

revenues. In the online channel, the studio offers movie 

directly and sets the retail price (��). 

We first investigate the case where the studio adopts the 

dual-channel strategy. From the setting, the profits for the 

studio (�12�() and the exhibitor (�34�() can be written as: 
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�12�( = /��(1 − �#$� ����! ) + ��[!(�$�#)�� (��!)! ]     (7) 

Subject to: �" ≤ �� �� ≤ 1 

and 

�34�( = (1 − /)(1 − �#$� ����! )��        (8) 

The firms set the retail prices––the exhibitor sets ��  and 

the studio,	��––to maximize their profits. The second-order 

conditions, 5���!6(/5��� = − �(��8)��� < 0  and 5��12�(/dp�� = − ���! − �! < 0 , are also satisfied. Simultaneously 

solving the first-order conditions 5��!6(/5�� = 0  and 5�;�6(/5�� = 0, we obtain the equilibrium prices and profit 

for the studio under the dual channel. This lead to the 

following lemma. 

Lemma 2: 1) When  ≤ 2(1 − �)/(2 − �) , ��∗�( =[2(1 −  − �) + �]/(4 − � − �/) , ��∗�( = �[(1 − /) +(1 − �)(1 + /)]/(4 − � − �/) , and �12∗�( = [(1 +  −�)�� + (1 − �)(4 − 4� + (4 − (� − 4)� − 8))/ − (1 −)(� − 1)( + � − 1)�/�]/(1 − �)(� + �/ − 4)�. 2) When  > 2(1 − �)/(2 − �) , there is the only demand through 

online channel, and the dual channel reduces to the online 

channel. 

When the studio adopts the traditional channel, the 

exhibitor decides the retail price (��). The exhibitor’s profit 

function is given by �34�� = (1 − /)(1 − �� − )�� . The 

optimal retail price is derived as ��∗�� = ���� . The studio’s 

profit function is given by �12�� = /(1 − �� − )�� . 

Plugging in ��∗�� = ���� , we obtain that �12∗�� = (���)�8� . 

When the studio adopts the online channel, the results remain 

the same as in Section 3.1. Thus, ��∗�� = !�, �∗�� = !�. 

Comparing the optimal profits under the three channel 

strategies, we obtain the following proposition: 

Proposition 2(Studio’s Optimal Distribution Strategy, Not 

Vertically Integrated): The studio’s optimal channel strategy is 

the following. 

(1) If 0 < / < 0.376 

When 0 <  <  '', the studio choose dual-channel strategy; 

When  '' <  ≤ �(��!)��! , the studio chooses online channel 

strategy. 

(2) If 0.376 < / < 1 

When 0 <  < C , the studio choose traditional channel 

strategy; When C <  <  '', the studio choose dual-channel 

strategy; 

When  '' <  ≤ �(��!)��! , the studio choose online channel 

strategy. 

Where " = (��!)DE8$!�8(�$8)��!(�$8)�F�!G(��!)(!$!8��)��(�8$!�8��!(��$�8$8�))  

and C = �G!8(��!)(!$!8��)��(��!)(��!8)(��8�)�$(E�H!$!�)8$�(��(!$!�)8��(��!)!8I . 

A closer look at Proposition 2 shows that, unlike the 

integration case, the optimal channel strategy is also affected 

by the commission share ratio with the existence of an 

exhibitor. When the studio shares a lower proportion of 

commissions in the traditional channels, its channel strategy 

is similar to the integration case; otherwise, when the 

commission share is higher than 0.376, the time cost of the 

consumer in the traditional channel is lower, and the 

difference in the quality between the two versions is in the 

[
J(K�L)MJ$(K�L)ML , L] interval, the studio will choose to adopt the 

traditional channel strategy. Furthermore, the higher the 

commission ratio, the larger the range above. 

Therefore, Proposition 2 provides some management 

implications for movie studios and exhibitors. For movie 

studios, they could adjust their channel strategies flexibly 

according to different commission rates. For the exhibitors, 

first of all, they could combine its screening quality 

advantages and provide consumers with a better viewing 

environment to improve the quality of theater-version; 

secondly, by optimizing site selection and provide online 

ticket sales, they could reduce the time cost of consumers and 

enhance their channel competitiveness. Finally, the exhibitors 

could adjust their pricing strategy according to different 

commission ratios. 

4. Numerical Analysis 

In this section, to verify the aforementioned analysis, we 

conduct several numerical studies. And we set the parameters 

variation range as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The intervals of parameters. 

Parameter Variation Range  0.4 � 0.6 / [0.15, 0.4, 0.5] 
First, we analyze how the parameters influence the channel 

strategy of the studio under the integration case. Figure 2 

depicts how the parameters   and �  affect the studio's 

channel strategy under the integration case. Specifically, let  = 0.6, Figure 2 (a) analyzes the changes in profits of studio 

under traditional channel strategies, online channel strategies, 

and dual-channel strategies as � changes. As can be seen 

from the figure 2 (a), 1) Under the dual-channel strategy and 

the online channel strategy, as the � increases, the difference 

in the quality of two versions is reduced, and the profit of the 

studio increases; 2) when � < 0.4, the studio achieves the 

most profit under the dual-channel strategy; when � ≥ 0.4, 

the two profit functions completely coincided because the 

studio changes from the dual-channel strategy to the online 

channel strategy. Let � = 0.4 , Figure 2 (a) analyzes the 

changes in profits of the studio under different strategies as  

changes. As can be seen from Figure 2 (b), 1) when c < 0.4, 

the profit of the studio increases under the dual-channel 

strategy and the traditional channel strategy as the  

decreases; 2) when  ≥ 0.4 , the two profit functions 

completely coincided. 
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c=0.4 

 

x=0.6 

Figure 2. The studio’s profit for fixed and randomly varying parameters. 

Figure 3 depicts the optimal channel strategy for the studio 

in two-dimensional space (Q and R) under the integration 

case. As consumers spend more costs on traditional channels 

and the difference in the quality of the two versions becomes 

smaller, the studio gradually shifts from dual-channel 

strategy to online channel strategy. 

 

Figure 3. The studio’s equilibrium channel strategy under the integration 

case as a function of  and �. 

Next, we analyze how the parameters influence the 

channel strategy of the studio under the non-integration case. 

 

(a) α=0.15 

 

(b) α=0.4 

 

(c) α=0.5 

Figure 4. The studio’s equilibrium channel strategy under the 

non-integration case as a function of  and �. 

Figure 4 depicts the optimal channel strategy for the studio 

in two-dimensional space ( and �) under non-integration 

case when /  changes. Specifically, let / = 0.15 , From 

Figure 4(a) we can see that, when the studio has a smaller 

percentage of commissions in traditional channels (/ �
0.15), the studio gradually shifts from dual-channel strategy 

to online channel strategy as consumers spend more cost on 

traditional channels and the difference in the quality of the 

two versions becomes smaller. From Figure 4(b) and 4(c) we 

can see that, when the studio has a large proportion of 

commissions in the traditional channel (/ � 0.4, / � 0.5), it 

may transfer the online channel strategy to the traditional 

channel strategy. 

5. Conclusion 

We have presented a model of movie distribution and 

consumption across two channels that provide insights on how 

studios should make optimal distribution decisions. Our 

results indicate that in the presence of relatively low cost of 

using traditional channel, the dual-channel strategy exists and 

generates the highest profit. Otherwise, when the cost is 

relatively high, the online channel strategy becomes the best 

strategy when the studio is integrated with the exhibitor. The 

traditional channel strategy can be the best strategy when the 

studio is not integrated with the exhibitor. 
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Appendix 

Proof of Lemma 1: 

The studio’s decision problem under the dual channel is 

max	
�#,� π�( = ��(1 − �#$� ����! ) + �� -!(�$�#)�� (��!)! .  

Subject to: 

1 − �#$� ����! ≥ 0, !(�$�#)�� (��!)! ≥ 0. 

The Lagrange equation can be written as: 

T = ��(1 − �#$� ����! ) + �� -!(�$�#)�� (��!)! . + -!(�$�#)�� (��!)! . U� + (1 − �#$� ����! )U�. 

There are four combinations of Lagrange multipliers to be considered: 

Combination 1: U� = 0, U� = 0 

By
VWV�# = 0  and 

VWV� = 0 , we obtain ��∗ = ����  and ��∗ = !� . Put ��∗  and ��∗  into 
!(�$�#)�� (��!)! ≥ 0 , 

����! ≥ 0  is always 

satisfied. Put ��∗ and ��∗ into 1 − �#$� ����! ≥ 0, we obtain the condition of  ≤ 1 − �. 

Combination 2: U� = 0, U� > 0 

In this case, U� > 0 lead to 1 − �#$� ����! = 0 and thus there is no demand from the traditional channel. 

By 
VWV�# = 0, 

VWV� = 0 and 1 − �#$� ����! = 0, we obtain that ��∗ = 1 −  − !�, ��∗ = !� and U�∗ =  − 1 + �. Put ��∗ and ��∗ 
into 

!(�$�#)�� (��!)! ≥ 0, 
�� ≥ 0 is always satisfied.。 

The condition U� > 0 lead to  > 1 − �. 

Combination 3: U� > 0, U� = 0 U� > 0 indicates that there is no demand from the online channel. By 
VWV�# = 0, 

VWV� = 0 and 
!(�$�#)�� (��!)! = 0, we obtain that 

��∗ = ���� , ��∗ = !(�$�)�  and U�∗ = −�. For U�∗ is negative which is contradicting to U� > 0, this case is infeasible. 

Combination 4: U� > 0, U� > 0 

Under this case, there is no demand from either channel and thus this case is not optimum. 

The second-order condition is shown as follows. The Hessian matrix can be written as 

X = Y V�Z[V�#� V�Z[V�#V� V�Z[V� V�# V�Z[V� �
\ = Y ����! ���!���! ��!(��!)

\  

Since 
V�Z[V�#� = − ���! ≤ 0  and − ���! · ��!(��!)− ���! · ���! ≥ 0 , we obtain − ���! ≤ 0  and − ���! · ��!(��!) − ���! · ���! ≥ 0  are 

always satisfied, so the optimal solutions obtained above are for a maximization problem. 

Proof of Proposition 1: 

When  ≤ 1 − � , �∗�( = [1 + � − � + 2(� − 1)]/(4 − 4�) , �∗�� = (���)��  and �∗�� = !� . By comparing �∗�(  and �∗��, we obtain that �∗�( − �∗�� = ��!�(��!) > 0. 

Then, by comparing �∗�( and �∗��, we obtain that 

�∗�( − �∗�� = (����!)��(��!) > 0; 

hence, when  ≤ 1 − �, the dual-channel strategy always yields a higher profit than the traditional channel strategy, if the 

dual-channel strategy exists. 

When  > 1 − �, the dual-channel reduces to an online channel. By comparing �∗�� and �∗��, we obtain that �∗�� −�∗�� = !�(���)��(��!) . 

Since 0 < � < 1, (1 − )� < � is always satisfied. Hence, when  > 1 − �, the online channel strategy always yields the 

highest profit. 

Proof of Proposition 2: 

First, we compare �12∗^( and �12∗^�. 
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When  ≤ 2(1 − �)/(2 − �), we obtain	�12∗^( − �12∗^� = !_(�)�(��!)(��!�!8)�, where `() = �[4(1 + /)� + ��/(1 + /)� −�/(3 + /)�] + 2(1 − �)(4 − �/)(1 − /�) + (1 − �)[(1 − /)�(4 − �/) − 4�] . Since 4(1 + /)� + ��/(1 + /)� −�/(3 + /)� > 0 and (1 − �)(4 − �/)(1 − /�) > 0 are always satisfied, hence, `() is convex. 

When � < �(��8)��$(��8)�8, `(0) = (1 − �)[(1 − /)�(4 − �/) − 4�] > 0 is always satisfied, hence,�12∗^( > �12∗^�. 

When � > �(��8)��$(��8)�8 , `(0) < 0 is always satisfied. We consider two cases: 

(1) 
��$8 < � < 1 . Since ` a�(��!)��! b = (1 − �)�(� + �/ − 4)�(4 − �(4 + /))/(2 − �)� < 0  is always satisfied, hence, �12∗^� > �12∗^(. 

(2) 
�(��8)��$(��8)�8 < � < ��$8. Since ` a�(��!)��! b = (1 − �)�(� + �/ − 4)�(4 − �(4 + /))/(2 − �)� < 0, there is a unique point 

C ∈ a0, �(��!)��! b that makes `() = 0, where C = �G!8(��!)(!$!8��)��(��!)(��!8)(��8�)�$(E�H!$!�)8$�(��(!$!�)8��(��!)!8I . Hence, when  ∈ (0, C], we obtain 

`() < 0 and	�12∗^� > �12∗^(; when  ∈ aC, �(��!)��! ., we obtain `() > 0 and �12∗^( > �12∗^�. 

Second, we compare �12∗^( and �12∗^�. 

When  ≤ �(��!)��! , we have �12∗^( − �12∗^� = �c(�)�(��!)(��!�!8)� , Where d() = �(4(1 − �)�/� − 4� − 16(1 − �)/) +(8�� − 8� + 32(1 − �)/ − 16(1 − �)�/ + 4(1 − �)��/ − 8(1 − �)�/� + 4(1 − �)��/�) + 12� − 16�� + 5�( − �� −16(1 − �)/ + 16(1 − �)�/ − 8(1 − �)��/ + 2(1 − �)�(/ + 4(1 − �)�/� − 4(1 − �)��/� + (1 − �)�(/�. 

Since 4(1 − �)�/� − 4� − 16(1 − �)/ < 0 is always satisfied, d() is concave. d a�(��!)��! b = (��!)!I(��!�!8)�(!��)� > 0  is always satisfied too, since 	d(0) = −(1 − �)[16/ + 4��(1 + /)� − �((1 + /)� −4�(1 + /)(3 + /)] , let e(�) = d(0) , where e(�)  is the increasing function of x. By e(0) = −16/ < 0  and e(1) =(/ − 3)� > 0, we obtain that There is a unique point �" ∈ (0,1) that makes e(�) = 0, where  

�" = �(�$8)�((�$8)� + �(f�8)(�$8)I
((�$8)�g�H$(√(G(�$8)i(�E$(�E$8)8)$8jkH$8aEl$8D(E$8(�($(�($8)8)Fbmno I⁄   

− �(�H$(√(G(�$8)i(�E$(�E$8)8)$8(kH$8(El$8((E$8(�($(�($8)8)))))o I⁄
((�$8)� . 

We consider two cases: 

(1) � '' < � < 1. Since e(�) = d(0) > 0	and d() > 0 are always satisfied, we obtain �12∗^( < �12∗^�; 

(2) 0 < � < � ''. Since e(�) = d(0) < 0 are always satisfied, we obtain that there is an unique point " ∈ (0, �(��!)��! ) that 

makes d() = 0 , where " = (��!)DE8$!�8(�$8)��!(�$8)�F�G(��!)!�(��$!$!8)��(�8$!�8��!(��$�8$8�)) . When  ∈ (0, "] , we obtain d() < 0  and 

�12∗�( > �12∗^�；when  ∈ a", �(��!)��! ., we obtain d() > 0 and �12∗^( < �12∗^�. 

Third, we compare�12∗^� and �12∗^�. 

When  ≤ �(��!)��! , we obtain �12∗^� − �12∗^� = ��p(), 
where, p() = �/ − 2/ − � + /。pa�(��!)��! b = −� a1 − !8(��!)�b < 0. 

We consider two cases: 

(1) � > /, we obtain that p(0) < 0	and p() < 0 are always satisfied. Hence, �12∗^� < �12∗^�. 

(2) � < /. We have p(0) > 0。There is a unique point ∗ ∈ (0, �(��!)��! ) that makes p() = 0, where ∗ = 8�√4q8 . Hence, 

when∈ (0, ∗], p() > 0, and �12∗^� > �12∗��；when  ∈ a∗, �(��!)��! ., p() < 0, and �12∗�� < �12∗^�. 

Fourth, we make the whole analysis. 

When  < �(��!)��! , 

If 0 < / < 0.376, we have 0 < / < � '' < �(��8)��$(��8)�8 < ��$8 < 1. 

For � ∈ (0, /), we have 0 < C < ∗ <  '' < �(��!)��! . Hence, when 0 <  <  '', dual channel is the optimal strategy；when  >  '', online channel is the optimal strategy. 

For � ∈ (/, � ''), we obtain that when 0 <  <  '', dual channel is the optimal strategy; when  >  '', online channel is the 

optimal strategy. 

For � ∈ (� '', 1), we obtain that online channel is the optimal strategy. 

If 0.376 < / < 0.828, we have 0 < �(��8)��$(��8)�8 < � '' < / < ��$8 < 1. 
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For � ∈ a0, �(��8)��$(��8)�8b,,	0 < C < ∗ <  '' < �(��!)��! . We obtain that when 0 <  <  '', dual channel is the optimal strategy; 

when  >  '', online channel is the optimal strategy. 

For� ∈ ( �(��8)��$(��8)�8 , � ''), there is an unique point �� that makes 0 < C < ∗ <  '' when � ∈ ( �(��8)��$(��8)�8 , ��) and	0 <  '' <
∗ < C < �(��!)��!  when	� ∈ (��, � ''). 

For � ∈ ( �(��8)��$(��8)�8 , ��), when 0 <  < C, traditional channel is the optimal strategy; when C <  <  '', dual channel is the 

optimal strategy; when  >  '', online channel is the optimal strategy. 

For � ∈ (��, � ''), when 0 <  < ∗, traditional channel is the optimal strategy; when  > ∗, online channel is the optimal 

strategy. 

For � ∈ (� '', /), when 0 <  < ∗, traditional channel is the optimal strategy; when > ∗, online channel is the optimal 

strategy. 

For � ∈ (/, 1), online channel is the optimal strategy. 

If 0.828 < / < 1, we have 0 < �(��8)��$(��8)�8 < � '' < ��$8 < / < 1. 

For � ∈ (0, �(��8)��$(��8)�8), we obtain that when 0 <  <  '', dual channel is the optimal strategy; when  >  '', online channel is 

the optimal strategy. 

For � ∈ ( �(��8)��$(��8)�8 , � ''), there is a unique point �� that makes 0 < C < ∗ <  '' < �(��!)��!  when � ∈ ( �(��8)��$(��8)�8 , ��). 
For � ∈ ( �(��8)��$(��8)�8 , ��), when 0 <  < C, traditional channel is the optimal strategy; when C <  <  '', dual channel is the 

optimal strategy; when  >  '', online channel is the optimal strategy； 

For � ∈ (��, � ''), when 0 <  < ∗, traditional channel is the optimal strategy; when > ∗, online channel is the optimal 

strategy. 

For � ∈ (� '', /), when 0 <  < ∗, traditional channel is the optimal strategy; when  > ∗, online channel is the optimal 

strategy. 

For � ∈ (/, 1), the online channel is the optimal strategy. 
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